Gisburne Rejects College Hall Site; Undergrad Drops Skimmer Plans

By the end of a session adjourned by the Undergraduate Council, President Gisburne was unable to announce that the Hall site was unwilling to contract its facilities to the Skimmer Committee.

At a Council meeting held February 6, the company's refusal was presented to the Council. The following motion was agreed upon as the Council's final attempt to give the Wilson Company a spring weekend. Motion: A jazz carnival will be held on the lawns of College Hall on May 4. There will be parties that night. On Friday night of that week, the Ivy Ball was planned for the seniors as the topping for the weekend.

At the last CSA meeting, held February 6, the Committee passed unanimously the report. The management in reference to student matters, and the position of the Office of Student Affairs in such matters.

The University Council feel, that the record stated above gives ample evidence of our intentions to provide the student body with the best possible Spring weekend. We further feel that the above record points out the lack of clarity in the administration's position in reference to student matters.

The record points out a far greater question of the nature of student-administration relations. We question the actual worth of the Undergraduate Council and the Committee on Student Affairs when, in effect, their suggestions assume a fertile nature.

We realize that the position of our student government does not entail the formulation of University policy, but it seems a case of our duty to invest undergraduates with leadership and place them on a supposed governing body when this leadership is unwilling to accept the responsibility. Robert W. McCafferty, Jr., President, Chairman of Houston Hall Board; John P. Butler, III, Vice-President, President of Newman Club.

Last May the Undergraduate Council was indirectly informed that the possibility of having a Skimmer Day was extremely bleak. A no definite decision was forthcoming. Communications from John B. Kelly, President of the Intercollegiate Association, and President Gisburne listed reasons indicating that the campus which might result as a substitute for Skinner Hall was so far away as to be useless. The motion was defeated.

Herbert Folpe was immediately appointed by Robert McCafferty to run a survey on spring weekends in other universities which might serve as a substitute for Skinner Hall. Folpe conducted the survey over the summer and presented his findings to the Council at their first meeting September 25.

As of September 25, 1958, this was the situation concerning Skinner Day: Her paint. It was suggested that the Undergraduate Council go on record as being in favor of continuing Skinner Day in its present form. At this time, Folpe was instructed to look into the grievances lodged against continuation.

At the meeting of October 2. McCafferty stated that the subject of Skinner Day was discussed at the last meeting of the CSA and was not to be brought up again. It was the opinion of the Council that the University administration would concur with the Faculty Council.

At the meeting of October 16. nothing concrete had been offered to the Council as a solution. At this meeting, a written statement was issued to the contrary. The Undergraduate Council goes on record as being in favor of continuing Skinner Hall as is.

At the meeting of November 13, Folpe was instructed to look into possible alternative sites for some sort of Spring weekend. By the meeting of November 13, Folpe was instructed to pick an alternative site for the weekend. They were accepted unanimously by the Council. It was decided by the Undergraduate Council to discuss the Skinner Day problem, the Skinner Day Committee would look into all possible sites. If pot, they would look into the possibility of a College Hall lawn party. The reason for this proposal was the possibility that CSA would not meet until January 15, 1959.

CSA compiled with the Council's request for the aforementioned sites. The Council, in the meantime, was not satisfied with the findings of their investigation at the Council meeting of December 4. The following motion was presented and passed. The Undergraduate Council supports the idea of a steamboat trip on the Delaware River as the highlight of the Skinner Weekend. (Passed unanimously.)

CSA agreed with the idea that the alcohol problem could be solved. By January 8, Folpe announced that Skinner Day was in its early planning stages. The boat had been tentatively contracted for $9000, pending the solution of the liquor problem. Transportation was being planned. Mr. Corriere and the Varsity Club are investigating the possibility of a Jazz Concert, to be held on Friday night.

On January 22, Folpe and his committee met with officials of the Wilson Boat Line, in an attempt to reach a solution to the problem of serving alcohol on the boat. At this time it was agreed by both parties that Folpe and Mr. Lloyd Lawrence, chairman of arrangements for the committee, would inform Wilson of the boat line. Arrangements were made to meet with officials of the Line on January 30, to inspect the vessel and to receive from the Wilson Company information regarding the serving of alcohol on the boat.

On January 30, Folpe was informed by Smithsonian that the Wilson Line was unwilling to contract its facilities to the Skimmer Committee.
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Macmillan Warns Russians

As Berlin Crisis Worsens

British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan yesterday warned Premier Khrushchev of the possible dire consequences of Soviet interference in the Berlin crisis. The Prime Minister declared that if the Russians would not withdraw their troops from Berlin, the Western nations would not recognize the Russian position "as leading to a naval decision of the Paris conference . . . likely to temper Russian reaction to possible dangerous situations."

It was the assertion of the British Prime Minister that any violations of East German borders would be considered an invasion of the independent German democratic state. The Western nations would not tolerate such an invasion.

Adding to international tension was the report that five transatlantic cable had been cut along the route of a Soviet fishing vessel. A U.S. Navy radar sweep vessel intercepted the cable and boarded it for inspection.

The investigation, which took place 120 miles above St. John's, Newfoundland, disclosed nothing unusual. The Department spokesmen announced that the quick reaction of the Navy officers was likely to temper Russian reaction to possible dangerous situations.

Dulles Holds Conference

At approximately the same time that Khrushchev was calling the State Department to discuss the Berlin crisis, Dulles was reported to be going to Sweden to discuss the East German question. Dulles is reported to have said that he expects to return to his office today. Dulles' statements meanwhile, described the present state of the cold war as worse than ever in any time in several months.

Sen. Dodd Warns

Sen. Dodd (D., Conn.) urged a day program toward easing the nation. "I do not believe that those who are engrrown—that the people are prepared—that they are on a threshold of possible grave danger."

Sen. Scott Disagrees

Republican Senator Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania disagreed with the connection taken. The Senator said, "I believe the President in the right position."

Sen. Scott went on to say that the Administration is ready for a new move for avoiding the crisis at any Big Four Foreign Meeting.

Protest Admits Ignorance

Protest later admitted that he had no detailed knowledge of the Administration plans. Kenneth Keating said that the would have been on the House floor on the President with the violation. The United States intended to pursue a firm policy in the face of Soviet threats. 
Editorial

Full Support

This paper fully supports and commands the views taken by the Undergraduate Council in its letter to the undergraduate body on Friday. We feel that the decision to eliminate all Skinner activities, stemming from Vice-President Gibson's decision, is the right one. As shown by the Council's statement, it seems fairly evident that a successful Skinner Day would have been possible if the University had fully and wholeheartedly supported the students and made necessary assurances to the administration concerning Skinner. Many members of the administration did help and their services greatly aided negotiations. Two successive proposals failed because of the lack of positive support on the part of those in a position of authority.

The third proposal was directly opposed by Vice-President Gibson's letter and the alternatives given to us were two which had been previously rejected as completely undesirable by the Council. Thus, the Council, on behalf of the student body, had no choice.

However, this is a question with far greater implications than just one weekend. The Undergraduate Council speaks of the future of student-administration relations if these actions are indicative.

The Undergraduate Council, consisting of 16 undergraduates representing many activities, had suggested these proposals in an attempt to arrive at a workable Skinner Day.

The Committee on Student Affairs, consisting of three male undergraduates, three women and 12 and 15 members of the faculty and administration, had supported the plans of Undergrad, but they had left the plans at that higher level, apparently their voice cannot be taken as that of the administration.

The Council was given to understand that any workable solution away from the Schuylkill would be acceptable and the Committee on Student Affairs did approve the College Hall site and related proposals. Yet, the site was not approved and, we feel, a bad move on the part of the administration. The administration has not maintained the tradition of solutions which are mandatory for working cooperation. The students can do no more.
Formal Military Ball Will Be Held Tonight At Officers Club
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by Anthony A. Lea

The annual Military Ball, a formal affair sponsored by the Army, Navy and Air Force R. O. C. units at the University, will be held this evening from 9 to 1 a.m. at the Westover Depot Motor Officers Club in Philadelphia.

Music will be provided by the orchestra of Walt Simpson, supplemented during intermissions by the Bill Davies band.

At 11 p.m. the queen of the ball will be announced from the six finalists chosen Wednesdays by the Board of Blue Society. The queen will then be escorted by a champagne cocktail party from this afternoon from 4 to 5 at the New Two fraternity. The dancing will be done by Captain L. W. Daly, Major General Walter Anderson, Colonel William T. Evans, Colonel Alexander W. Gellman, Colonel N. F. Moretto, Jr., and Lieutenant Colonel Philip Kenner, Jr., and the wives of the judges.

The queen will receive a gift donated by campus business establishments. Preparations were handled by a joint committee of all those R. O. C. units.

Carol: I'll wait for you.
Dahipman: I'll wait for you.
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Advertisement

In order to reduce our inventory we are offering a large selection of new books from our regular stock of HALF price. These cover the fields of criticism, biography, history, current affairs, science, religion, fiction and many others. Many of them are 1958 publications.

These are NOT remainders but are all current titles. (The Books Are On Sale In Our Basement Store)

Announcement

Get that high-paying, responsible job that your abilities merit. Learn the proper techniques and methods that will win you the job you want. Send for new book, "HOW TO GO ABOUT GETTING A JOB"—your key to employment opportunities. Gives you the complete know-how on seeking employment in simple, easy-to-follow instructions. Tells you how to do for yourself what employment agencies and job counseling services charge their clients up to $200. Start your career on the right foot. Invest in your future today. Only $5.95. If not completely satisfied, return book within ten days for your money back.

JOB SERVICE PUBLICATIONS COMPANY
P.O. Box 646, Scranton, Pa.

City Noises

City Noises (elaborated from page two)

STAGE—Still holdovers in the legitimate theatre. Tennessee Williams’ Saloo, Paint Bird of Prey, has top-notch acting, effective staging, but the dress-rehearsal script never quite gets off the ground. The drama closes Saturday night and heads for Broadway, where the big names involved ensure at least commercial success.

First Impressions has extended its run one week until March 21 at The Pequod, and is still playing to capacity. The Broadway productions find it very hard to square on exactly what makes a good musical, and the success of this Abe Burrows’ production is hard to predict. But the already-proven story line (Pride and Prejudice), a competent cast, and enthusiastic period setting make an entertaining evening, if nothing else.

Laurel Stevens has brought his off-Broadway production, Daffy, to the Ogden Theatre, but it isn’t quite as exciting as the real thing.

Openings—New musical, Dizzy Diles Again, at the Shubert March 5. Pearl Bank’s new play, A Dusk Incident, March 10 at the Walnut. Parish comedy, The Gay Prince, scheduled for the New Lookout March 9.

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain
Dublin to the Iron Curtain: Africa to Sweden. You’re accompanied—not herded or round. College age only. Adult who’s trips.

EUROPE SUMMER TOURS

755 Sequoia Bo* Pasadena, Cal
University Typewriter
RENTALS • SALES • SERVICE
Our New Address
3429 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 4, PA

ZAVELLES
3409 WALNUT STREET

1959 RECORD
FREE YEARBOOKS
Today Between 3 and 3:15 p.m.

TODAY — Anyone attempting to purchase a yearbook at the Business Office of the Record, 3443 Woodland Avenue, during a prescribed minute between 3 and 3:15 p.m., will receive a yearbook free. The minute will be on record in the Dean of Men’s Office.

Records Also On Sale In Bennett Hall
And Wharton School
Penn Tunes For Heps; Thinclds in IC4A's

Penn Skaters Host Seek League Status

Quaker Grapplers Eye Win No. Four Against Weak Owls

Quaker Varsity Five Plays Cantabins, Indians At Palestra In Last Weekend Contest

Penn's wrestling team (3-4-1) will look to even up its season by renewing its annual indoor track and field championship.

The Quakers will be the Quaker's final tuneup for next week's Hexagonal Championships at Cornell in which the Blue bloods will also compete. Both teams will come face to face with two of the East's top powerhouses, Yale and undefeated Harvard, both of whom are entered to morrow.

The Cadets, unbeaten in dual meets this season and ranked among the top 10 teams in the nation, will have their first outing on the boards this season as Coach Cordell will send his wrestling team to the Palestra to face some of the best collegiate competition in the nation. Each in its own category the West Point weight class teams will be favored in their specialty while two members, Newbrough, who is ranked in a 9:13.5 ribbon on the ringer in the two-time champions.

Katterman Shoots For 2:12.8, Franklin For Blue Mile

Cuanatiun will be shooting to surpass its 2:12.8 time in last year's AAU meet by winning the AAU championship at Manhattan's Art Evans and Ron Carnes in this year's meet.

Jack Cleveland

JACK CLEVELAND

Fresh from a 5:4 come-from-behind win over Columbia last Saturday at Bluebell Penn's emerging hockey club meets a tough weekend opponent tomorrow night at the 40's racket, when it engages in its final NCAA preliminary contest.

A win over the Tiger could send the Quakers into a four-way tie for the position just shy of official NCAA play-off status. The Penn squibb is set to send its team to Army, MIT, and other schools for possible re-saleable "big boy" competition.

Wood, who has been the home camp has it that the Penn team is ready to hold its own with the "big boys." The home forces have been considerably bolstered offensively with the recent addition of reimbursing Dean Brown. In the clash last week with the Red Raiders, Brown's two tough goals and pivotal assist to Bob Billingsley figured in the winning margin. Along with Brown, a hard-working three-one offensive punch, are Jim Lynch and Johnny Bright. The latter two are our number one and two in team scoring respectively.

Those who know at the Arena, say that the Penn skaters have been working out daily, feel that the Quaker team has matured to the point where it is ready to face opposing opponents as up to the pickup teams of Lehigh and Columbia.
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Frosh Cagers Host Crimson Courtmen
Pen's fresh basketball talent has a strong Harvard rivalry. The game is at the Palestra tonight at 8:30.

The bool and blue aggregation will be trying to snap a three-game losing streak, in which they have fallen to Princeton, St. Joseph's and Temple. The Crimson five, who are paced by shaggy-haired Bill Deering, are said to be outacting and outclassing by 25 points.

Quarterback Dick Barton has decided to shut Jim Fitzgerald out of his performance in the Temple encounter. Fitzgerald indulged a late Penn rally against the oncoming Old Owl team, which fell short in the closing minutes of the contest.

Trailing up with Fitzgerald up front will be Bob Zajac and Bob Kelly at the forward, both of whom are averaging in double figures.

Zajac leads the bool and blue quartet in the scoring column with an average of 13.5 points per game. Kelly, whose scoring has picked up in the past few Penn games, has joined his point count average to 11.8.

The remainder of the Quaker starting unit consists of Raw Bogen and Doug Rehel.

---

Notices

BASEBALL—All不影响 interested
in playing for the Penn team
must report to the Palestra
this afternoon at 1:00 p.m.

FINISH—Staff members and
students will meet on Tuesday
at 10:00 a.m.

SUNSET UNION—All students are
invited to Episcopal Coffee
House tonight in the Students' Union.
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Classified Ads

---

DP Dining Suggestions

Where Students Meet and Eat

Lanni's
restaurant and
cocktail lounge
Italian and American Cuisine
Cocktail Hour—3:00 Only
1322 Walnut Street
Phila., Penn. • BS 67673

The Gilded Cage
261 S. 21st Street
Corner Biddle Avenue
LO 7-6817

LA'S PENN HOUSE
262 SOUTH 37TH STREET
Berwyn District Hall

AL'S PENN HOUSE
262 SOUTH 37TH STREET
Opening Special
Monday and Tuesday, March 2nd and 3rd—10 p.m.-1 a.m.
Charcoal Broiled Hamburgers—15¢

---

If the Pharaohs could talk, they'd tell you they loved Pogano's stereo-inspired pizza.

The Craving Can Be Satisfied At:

The Original Pogano's
3614 Walnut St.
W. Deliver 2-4105      7141 Hovrford Awe     3-5400. GR 3-9981

DAVE SHORE'S RESTAURANT
202 S. Quince Street, Philadelphia

For the Finest in Jewish-American Food
Open 7 Days a Week

CHARCOAL BROILED HAMBURGERS—DELIGHTFUL SANDWICHES—NOUGAT—STEAK SANDWICHES—HOT KILOWS

---

Ace Auto Rental
Rent a New Car
Drive Yourself
BA 2-4250 — BA 2-4251
4220 Lancaster Ave.
Five Minutes from Campus
Insurance Coverage
Cars Delivered

---

Visit SHOYER'S famous old-time Restaurant
412 Arch St
Since 1874

NEW LOCUST DINING ROOM
Dining Room Entrance at 45th & Locust Sts.

OPEN DAILY
11 a.m. to 12 Midnight

COOKING DONE BY
George Lum, Originator of the Famous Chinese Egg Roll

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

Oriental Foods For The Discriminating Palate
International House Restaurant
4311 Locust St.

OPEN
11 a.m. to 12 Midnight

COOKING DONE BY
George Lum, Originator of the Famous Chinese Egg Roll

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

MAURICE
The Music
Where students congregate after show hours to listen to great music in an Old World atmosphere and enjoy the best foods available.

211 South Quince Street
STARTING TODAY (FRIDAY) At 9 a.m.—HILL’S WILL SELL

10,000 ‘NATURAL SHOULDER’

MEN’S GARMENTS—RIGHT ON THE

FACTORY FLOOR

N. E. Corner 15th and Lehigh Avenue (Third Floor)

Where These HANDSOME “Hand-Detailed”
Garments Were Made

AT WHOLESALE PRICES
AND LESS——

This famous manufacturer has been selling to the “Top
Quality” Men’s Stores of the nation for 63 years...

NOW, DUE TO A VERY HEAVY INVENTORY,
HE MUST MOVE 10,000 GARMENTS IN A HURRY

HILL’S has purchased this stock—and due to the tremendous
size of this stock—will conduct a great

FACTORY LIQUIDATION SALE
OF 10,000 MEN’S QUALITY GARMENTS

RIGHT ON OUR HUGE FACTORY FLOOR!
AT PRICES 40% TO 50% BELOW RETAIL!

$35 Men’s ‘Natural Shoulder’
and Conventional Style
SPORT COATS $16.

$40 Men’s ‘Natural Shoulder’
and Conventional Style
SPORT COATS $19.

$50 Men’s All-Wool ‘Natural
Shoulder’ and Conven-
tional Style SUITS $27.

$60 Finest Fabric ‘Natural
Shoulder’ SUITS $31.

$70 British Warmer
TOPCOATS $36.

$60 Men’s 55% Dacron, 45%
Wool ‘Natural
Shoulder’ SUITS $31.

$45 Imported Fabric ‘Natural
Shoulder’ SPORT
COATS $21.

$70 Worsted and Imported
Fabrics ‘Natural
Shoulder’ SUITS $36.

$45 Men’s 75% Dacron and
25% Cotton WASH
AND WEAR SUITS $26.

$12.95 Men’s Wool
SLACKS $7.50

$40 Men’s TROPICAL
SUITS $23.

Navy — Black — Red — Olive
All-Wool
BLAZERS $21.

—— Sale Right on Our Block-Long Factory Floor——

HILL’S CLOTHES
N. E. CORNER
15th & LEHIGH AVE.
Open Sun. 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. Take Elevator to Third Floor

Thousands of New
“CONTINENTAL STYLES”
NEW FOUR-BUTTON STYLES
NEW NORFOLK STYLES

Free Parking at Gulf Station
Across the Street